
MDWise AUDITION INSTRUCTIONS / STORYBOARD 

 
This has a lot of information/instructions, so please read through everything carefully. 

General: 

• Please edit into one video file.  It’s fine to put slate at the end, with audition portion first.  If you 

are a real mom/kid, you can audition together and keep it all one video file. 

• If you need self-taping tips, you can refer to talent-fusion/selftape 

• Remember to shoot horizontally and not vertically if you are using your phone 

• Please resize/compress your video if the file is large.  .Mp4 or .mov files preferred. 

 

Slate: 

• You can do entire slate in full length shot or you can do medium shot and just include a full-

length shot (head-to-toe) at some point. 

• Say your name and agency.  And verbally mention any healthcare/insurance spots you have 

done in past 4 years.  (If they are background shots or you’re not clearly visible, don’t worry 

about it) 

• Please show all piercings and tattoos that would be visible in a short sleeve shirt.  (Pierced ears 

are fine) 

 

Audition Portion: 

• This should be more of a medium shot (mid-chest up). 

• Make sure we can clearly hear/see you.  No background noise like TV playing, people talking, 

outside noise, etc.   

• If you don’t have a backdrop, please shoot in front of a plain, solid-colored wall. 

 

Direction for Audition: 

We are attaching the storyboard to this document so you can get an idea of the spot.  No one has any 

lines, it’s all voiceover.  So, for the audition you’ll just be ad-libbing / improvising.  It’s OK to speak during 

the audition, but the real key is your facial expressions / reactions, etc.   

For Mom/Kid – you guys are riding in the back of a Lyft, so you are just interacting with each other, 

talking about your plans for shopping.  Good smiles, laughter, engaging personalities.  If you are real 

mom/kid, audition together.  Eye contact with each is great, but also make sure we can still see your 

faces on camera and not back or side of your head.  (If you’re not auditioning with a child, then just 

pretend they are next to you) 

Lyft Driver – you are driving the mom/kid and engaging with them.  Again, personable, engaging, smiles. 

Pharmacist – you are interacting with Mom as she comes in to pick up her prescription.  Friendly, 

helpful, expressive, nice, real. 

 



MDWise AUDITION INSTRUCTIONS / STORYBOARD 

 
 

Storyboard for reference: 

MDwise | TV :30 | “More with MDwise Transportation Connection”  
 
MUSIC: Friendly, heartwarming tone, heard throughout.  
 
VIDEO: Shot in an emotional, editorial manner. Closeups on faces that show concern and contentment. 
Mom and child are riding in the backseat of a car, being friendly with the driver in front. Mom looks over 
at child during the ride, patting him on the hand. They get out when the car stops at a doctor’s clinic. Cut 
to Mom on a different day (seen in a different outfit) inside a grocery store (or farmers market) and 
inside a pharmacy. Cut to ending screen with logos (MDwise, HIP, HH) and URL.  
 
VO: You might know MDwise as a provider of health insurance. And we are. But we feel called to do way 
more than that. So one extra thing we do is provide rides to those who don’t have a car, because 
missing appointments is not the way to good health. We also get them rides to their drugstore and to 
the best places for healthy food. Really, caring for Hoosiers beyond their insurance could be the wisest 
thing we do. MDwise.org/more 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


